I. INTRODUCTION
Quantitative measurement of disease on medical images is an established practice for both diagnosis and tracking of disease progression or response to therapy. 1, 2 Lung nodules, 3 mesothelioma, 4, 5 and pulmonary arterial size, 6 for example, are all routinely measured on one or several axial images of a computed tomography ͑CT͒ scan. Widespread application of modalities such as CT and magnetic resonance make size in two dimensions ͑with potential extension to three dimensions͒ a natural choice for quantitative disease measurement, despite the routine use of unidimensional measurements in clinical practice. 7 Furthermore, computerized methods for analyzing medical images are often applied to twodimensional ͑2D͒ representation of structures when processing data ͑i.e., section-by-section analysis͒. Even threedimensional ͑3D͒ measurements ͑e.g., volume͒ are often obtained from the analysis of stacked 2D regions. Although the concept of area is easily defined for abstract 2D structures in continuous space, the quantitative assessment of area for continuous structures represented in digital images is not. Two broad concepts of area exist and primarily differ with regard to whether the region boundaries are defined in continuous or discrete space. Digital medical images are 2D matrices formed from discrete samples of an underlying continuous distribution ͑the patient͒. It is therefore a matter of choice when calculating 2D size metrics whether to restrict the definition of the region and its boundary to the discrete space of the image or to allow the region to be defined in the continuous space "between" pixels in an attempt to better approximate the underlying continuous structure of the region ͑Fig. 1͒.
In 2D continuous space, any solid region can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a simple polygon. The error between the polygonal approximation and the actual structure may be made arbitrarily small by appropriately adding vertices to the polygon. Defining the boundary of a region with a polygon is widely used in medical image analysis when observers manually outline regions of interest. Typically, an observer is shown a digital image and, using a mouse-driven interface, places vertex points along the perceived boundary of the region of interest. The boundary of the region is then defined by connecting the vertices with straight line segments. The region is considered to be defined in continuous space because neither the vertex points nor the points along the lines connecting the vertices are constrained to the integer coordinates of the image pixels. The boundary of a 2D region in continuous space is a closed onedimensional ͑1D͒ piecewise-continuous, linear curve that does not contribute to the area of the region. Given a polygon defined in continuous space, the area may be calculated from the vertices by means of Green's theorem. 8, 9 This method of area calculation is exact, computationally efficient, expandable to higher dimensions ͑through Stokes' theorem͒, and is a standard method of polygon area calculation in continuous space. 10 An image region defined in continuous space sometimes must be converted to the discrete space of a digital image matrix. Such a conversion is necessary when applying computerized methods that combine image processing techniques typically native to discrete space ͑e.g., morphological operators 11, 12 ͒ with those native to continuous space ͑e.g., active contours 13, 14 ͒ or when using semi-automated segmentation methods that integrate the continuous-space boundary defined by an observer with discrete-space image processing techniques. The conversion between continuous-space and discrete-space representations may cause changes in the area due to the conversion process. This study investigated three methods for conversion from continuous space to discrete space and measured the differences in the resulting area.
Continuous-to-discrete space conversions and many automated and semiautomated segmentation methods generate regions restricted to the discrete coordinates defined by the pixels of the image. In discrete space, the boundary of a 2D region is not the 1D curve that defines boundaries in continuous space; instead, the discrete boundary is defined by a set of small 2D regions ͑the individual pixels that comprise the region boundary͒. Since the discrete boundary of the region is no longer one dimensional, two possibilities exist when calculating the area of a region defined in discrete space ͑Fig. 1͒. First, the boundary could be considered part of the region ͑an "internal boundary"͒ and thus the area of the boundary itself is included in the region area calculations. Second, the boundary is not part of the region ͑an "external boundary"͒ and is excluded from area calculation. Given a region defined in discrete space, the area may be calculated by counting the number of pixels in the region. This calculation of area is fast and is the standard method of area calculation in discrete space.
It should be noted that differences in the discrete-space boundary may exist due to the choice of discrete boundary connectivity. A region boundary may be defined in fourneighbor connectivity or in eight-neighbor connectivity. The choice of connectivity can cause differences in area calculation since more pixels will be present in the four-connected boundary and different region representations may result. All discrete boundaries in this study were set to eightconnectivity to prevent connectivity issues from contributing to differences in area.
For reasons similar to the continuous-to-discrete space conversion, conversion from discrete space to continuous space may be necessary. Several methods for discrete-tocontinuous space conversion exist and may result in substantially different boundaries and thus different area values. First, the centers of the discrete boundary pixels may be connected to form a polygon ͑Fig. 1͒, a technique that can be applied to either the internal or external discrete boundary. Second, the outer edges of boundary pixels may be connected to form a polygon ͑Fig. 1͒. If the discrete boundary is defined to be an internal boundary, the area calculated by application of Green's theorem to the continuous polygon constructed in this manner will be equal to the discrete area calculated from pixel counting with the boundary pixels included; if the discrete boundary is defined to be an external boundary, the area calculated by application of Green's theorem to the continuous polygon constructed in this manner will be an overestimation of the discrete area calculated from pixel counting with the boundary pixels excluded. Finally, the inner edges of the boundary pixels may be connected to form a polygon ͑Fig. 1͒. If the discrete boundary is an external boundary, the area calculated by application of Green's theorem to the continuous polygon constructed in this manner will be the same as the discrete area calculated from pixel counting with boundary pixels excluded; if the discrete boundary is an internal boundary, the area calculated by application of Green's theorem to the continuous polygon constructed in this manner will underestimate the discrete area calculated from pixel counting with boundary pixels included.
Previous studies investigated size discrepancies due to inter-and intraobserver variability when defining a region boundary 15 and variability due to the manner in which size is quantified from a given region boundary. 16 This study examined the impact of region boundary definitions and continuous-to-discrete and discrete-to-continuous conversion methods on subsequent area calculation. The boundary definitions and conversion methods were applied to a syntheticimage database and two clinical databases: Adrenal glands with boundaries defined in continuous space and lung nodules with boundaries defined in discrete space.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Green's theorem
The standard method for calculating the area of a polygon is Green's theorem. Let R be a simple polygon with no holes and vertices ordered in a counterclockwise manner. If functions P and Q and derivatives ‫ץ‬P / ‫ץ‬y and ‫ץ‬Q / ‫ץ‬x are continuous over R, then Green's theorem states that: ͛Pdx + Qdy = ͐͐͑‫ץ‬Q / ‫ץ‬x − ‫ץ‬P / ‫ץ‬y͒dxdy. The area of a polygon with n vertices of position ͑x , y͒ is calculated by setting P =−y / 2 and Q = x / 2 and converting the integral to a summation: Area= 1 / 2 ͚ n x i y i+1 − x i+1 y i with x n+1 = x 1 and y n+1 =y 1 . Thus, the area of a polygon with vertices defined in continuous space may be exactly calculated from the coordinates of the vertices. 
II.B. Methods for continuous-to-discrete conversion
A polygon in continuous space is a series of line segments joined at their endpoints, thus conversion of a polygon from continuous to discrete space is completely determined by the method applied to convert the continuous line segments to line segments composed of pixels in discrete space. Let v 1 FIG. 1. A͒ Discrete boundary ͑light gray pixels͒ and continuous boundary ͑black line͒ of an object ͑medium gray pixels͒ in a digital image. Note that the continuous boundary is not constrained to the discrete image pixels. B͒ The discrete boundary can be defined as an external boundary ͑light gray pixels͒ or an internal boundary ͑dark gray pixels͒. Discrete-to-continuous conversion can be defined by the pixel centers of the discrete boundaries ͑solid white line and dashed black line͒ or the pixel edges of a discrete boundary ͑solid black line and dotted black line͒.
and v 2 in R 2 define the endpoints of a line segment to be converted from continuous space to discrete space. First, the equation defining the line segment is determined from v 1 and v 2 . Next, this line equation is used to determine the image pixels composing the corresponding discrete line segment. This process is repeated for all continuous line segments composing the polygon boundary. It should be noted that instead of discretizing the boundary to the image pixels, the boundary can be descretized to a supersampled version of the image. The supersampled version of the image is constructed by dividing each pixel into several subpixels. This article does not consider this technique for two reasons. First, supersampling forces the boundary to the subpixels of the supersampled image. Although the boundary is still discrete, it is no longer restricted to the discrete image pixels. Second, as the number of subpixels goes to infinity, the boundary created on the supersampled image becomes the continuous polygon boundary ͑note that in this case the size of the supersampled image becomes infinite͒.
Given a continuous polygon converted to a discrete boundary by the line equation method, the discrete representation of polygon area may be computed. If polygon area is calculated by counting the discrete boundary pixels and those pixels enclosed within the discrete boundary, the resulting area will be larger than the corresponding area calculated in continuous space by Green's theorem. This is the boundary-included pixel-counting area ͑BIPCA͒. Similarly, area may be calculated by counting only those pixels enclosed within the discrete boundary. This boundary-excluded pixel-counting area ͑BEPCA͒ will result in an area lower than the area calculated in continuous space by Green's theorem. Finally, a compromise between the boundary-included and boundary-excluded pixel counting methods may be applied by only including the discrete boundary pixels whose centers lie within the continuous polygon. This is the pixelcenter pixel-counting area ͑PCPCA͒. All continuous-todiscrete conversion methods are demonstrated in Fig. 2 .
II.C. Synthetic image database
A database containing continuous ellipses, continuous isosceles triangles, discrete ellipses, and discrete isosceles triangles was created to test the impact of shape on boundary and area definition. Three ellipse parameters were individually varied in the continuous ellipse portion of the database. The major axis ͑which is proportional to area͒ was varied keeping the tilt ͑i.e., angle between the major axis and the horizontal͒ at 0 deg and aspect ratio at 1 ͑i.e., a circle͒, the tilt was varied keeping the major axis length at 40 pixels and aspect ratio at 0.25, and aspect ratio was varied keeping the area at 800 pixels 2 and the tilt at 0 deg. A set of discrete ellipse images was also created using the same parameters. Three triangle parameters were individually varied in the continuous triangle portion of the database. The height was varied keeping the tilt ͑i.e., angle between the horizontal axis and the vertex between sides of equal length͒ at 0 deg and the interior angle ͑i.e., the angle between sides of equal length͒ at 20 deg, the tilt was varied keeping the height at 80 pixels and the interior angle at 20 deg, and the interior angle was varied keeping the area at 800 pixels and the tilt at 0 deg. A set of discrete triangle images was also created using the same parameters.
For each continuous synthetic isosceles triangle and ellipse created, four region boundary and area definitions were applied: ͑1͒ Green's theorem applied to the originally constructed continuous boundary, ͑2͒ direct conversion to discrete space and calculation of the BEPCA, ͑3͒ direct conversion to discrete space and calculation of the BIPCA, and ͑4͒ pixel-center conversion to discrete space and calculation of the PCPCA. The percent differences of the area were calculated among the different definitions. Similarly, for each discrete synthetic isosceles triangle and ellipse created, four region boundary and area definitions were applied: ͑1͒ BEPCA, which is the method that is most consistent with the boundary data provided by the Lung Image Database Consortium ͑LIDC͒, ͑2͒ BIPCA, ͑3͒ Green's theorem applied to vertices defined by the center of each boundary pixel, where the boundary has been defined as an outer boundary ͑Green's outer area͒, and ͑4͒ Green's theorem applied to vertices defined by the center of each inner boundary pixel ͑Green's inner area͒. Finally, analytic expressions for the dependence of percent difference on the different shape parameters were derived ͑see the Appendix͒. The percent difference for Quantity1 versus Quantity2 was calculated as %Diff = 200 * ͑Quantity1 − Quantity2͒ / ͑Quantity1 + Quantity2͒. Thus, positive percent difference implies Quantity1 is greater than Quantity2 and negative percent difference implies Quantity1 is less than Quantity2.
II.D. Adrenal gland database
A database of patients enrolled in adrenal gland perfusion studies at The University of Chicago Medical Center was collected. Each of 11 patients underwent a contrast-enhanced helical CT scan with images reconstructed as a 512ϫ 512-pixel image matrix. A single observer outlined both adrenal glands in every CT section in which they appeared through the manual placement of vertices along the boundary of the adrenal gland ͑Fig. 3͒. These vertices and the lines connecting the vertices were not constrained to the discrete space of the image pixels. This resulted in a total of 71 adrenal outlines ͑6 Ϯ 6 per patient͒. For each adrenal region, the area was calculated by four methods: ͑1͒ Green's theorem applied to the originally constructed continuous boundary, ͑2͒ direct conversion to discrete space and calculation of the BEPCA, ͑3͒ direct conversion to discrete space and calculation of the BIPCA, and ͑4͒ pixel-center conversion to discrete space and calculation of the PCPCA. The percent differences between the different area calculation methods were computed. The percent differences between the different area calculation methods were computed using the same method and sign convention applied to the synthetic image database.
II.E. LIDC database
The LIDC public database of lung nodules 17 was selected to evaluate region boundaries defined in discrete space. For each scan of the 85-patient LIDC database ͑one scan per patient͒, between one and four experienced thoracic radiologists provided boundaries for each nodule with longest diameter greater than 3 mm and less than 30 mm ͑Fig. 3͒. 18 Nodule boundaries were constructed in every section in which the nodule was demonstrated, as individually determined by each radiologist who chose to mark that lesion as a nodule ജ3 mm. Boundaries of internal cavities were not considered for this study. Per LIDC protocol, all nodule regions were defined on the discrete pixel grid by an exterior boundary. All boundaries were then converted to eight-connectivity for this study. These conditions resulted in 371 nodule instances composed of 1764 boundaries ͑28Ϯ 55 per patient͒ defined across 64 patients. Four separate area metrics were then calculated for each radiologist-defined boundary instance ͑Fig. 1͒: ͑1͒ BEPCA, which is the method that is most consistent with the boundary data provided by the LIDC; ͑2͒ BIPCA, ͑3͒ Green's theorem applied to vertices defined by the center of each boundary pixel, where the boundary has been defined as an outer boundary ͑Green's outer area͒, and ͑4͒ Green's theorem applied to vertices defined by the center of each inner boundary pixel ͑Green's inner area͒. The percent differences between the different area calculation methods were computed using the same method and sign convention applied to the synthetic image database. In clinical practice, linear measurements are used to represent nodule size. 19 To obtain a more clinically meaningful analysis, the diameter of the area-equivalent circle was calculated for each of the four area metrics, and the percent differences among the different methods were computed.
III. RESULTS
III.A. Synthetic image database
Four region boundary and area definitions were applied to each continuous-space ellipse and triangle. The percent differences of the area were calculated among the definitions and plotted as a function of ͑1͒ major axis length and aspect ratio for ellipses and ͑2͒ height and internal angle for isosceles triangles ͑Fig. 4͒. Analytic expressions for the dependence of percent difference on the different shape parameters were derived ͑see the Appendix͒ and demonstrated trends similar to those graphed in Fig. 4 . Though the shape of the analytic expressions demonstrated similarities with those graphed in Fig. 4 , the deviations from this shape were substantial ͑this is both due to the approximate nature of the analytic expressions and the impact of the discretizing of the continuous structure͒. Dependence on ellipse and triangle tilt was also investigated and demonstrated sinusoidal dependence on the tilt angle.
Four region boundary and area definitions were applied to each discrete-space ellipse and triangle image. The percent differences of the area were calculated among the definitions and plotted as a function of ͑1͒ major axis length and ͑2͒ aspect ratio for ellipses and height and internal angle for isosceles triangles ͑Fig. 5͒. Deviations of graph shape ͑Fig. 5͒ with the calculated analytic expressions were similar to those of the continuous case. The dependence on ellipse and triangle tilt also demonstrated sinusoidal dependence on the tilt angle.
III.B. Adrenal database
Four area calculation methods were applied to each continuous-space, observer-defined adrenal gland boundary. Mean adrenal gland area ranged from 85.11Ϯ 35.42 pixels 2 to 126.24Ϯ 42.76 pixels 2 depending on the method of calculation. The percent differences between the different areacalculation methods are collected in Table I . PCPCA resulted in the closest match to the area of the continuous region calculated by Green's theorem. The percent differences between the different area calculation methods are graphed as a function of Green's theorem area in Fig. 6 . The presence of negative values for percent difference are a consequence of the formula used to calculate the percent differences and were purposely made negative to provide better visualization of the different comparisons being graphed.
III.C. LIDC database
Four area calculations and four corresponding diameter of the area-equivalent circle calculations were performed for each boundary. Mean nodule region area ranged from 146.95Ϯ 212.14 pixels 2 to 208.78Ϯ 251.71 pixels 2 depending on the method of calculation. The mean diameter of the area equivalent circle ranged from 10.96Ϯ 8.19 pixels to 14.08Ϯ 8.23 pixels depending on the area used for calculation. The percent difference between each set of area calculations and between each set of area-equivalent diameter calculations was recorded ͑Table II͒. The percent differences between the different area calculation methods are graphed as a function of BEPCA in Fig. 7 . The graph illustrates a trend-line with a 10-bin mean smoothing kernel for each set of data. This trend-line and smoothing were used to better demonstrate the dependence of percent differences on structure area and to improve the readability of the graphs. Almost identical trends as demonstrated in Fig. 7 were also found for the diameter of the area equivalent circle differences. Forty-six nodule boundary instances ͑2.6%͒ demonstrated zero area when calculated using BEPCA. A total of 199 boundary instances ͑11.3%͒ included one or more spurs in which a portion of the boundary surrounds zero area when calculated using BEPCA ͑Fig. 5͒. It should be noted that if the boundaries were not converted to eight-connectivity then the total number of spurs increased to 786 boundary instances ͑44.6%͒.
IV. DISCUSSION
Inconsistent definition of area and changes in area due to continuous-discrete conversion are possible sources of systematic error in both the experimental and clinical analysis of medical images. The positional differences at any boundary vertex or boundary pixel will usually differ by less than 2 pixels among the different definitions of region boundary; however, the resulting percent differences in area may become substantial. Figures 4-7 demonstrate these differences and their strong dependence on the size of the image region. This dependence on size is twofold. First, the percent differences are essentially ratios of boundary length with area ͑see the Appendix͒. This implies that the percent difference will always decrease as the structure size increases because area will always grow faster than perimeter for a 2D region. This effect is present both when converting from continuous-todiscrete space and if the incorrect method of boundary representation and area calculation are applied within either the continuous or discrete space ͑i.e., applying BEPCA when the boundary was formed using boundary representation and area calculation of BIPCA͒. Second, as a structure becomes smaller relative to the discrete image pixel size, the approximation to the image edge becomes less accurate and begins to show substantial pixelation. This pixelation translates into an increase in the differences between discrete and continuous calculations of area. A similar effect is seen when considering the curvature of the structure boundary. If continuous-to-discrete conversion is applied to a polygonal representation of an ellipse of constant area ͑as calculated by Green's theorem͒, the percent differences increase with aspect ratio. This is because areas of high curvature cannot be correctly converted to the discrete image space ͑Fig. 4͒. Similarly, differences were observed when converting continuous-space triangles to the discrete image depend on how well the triangle vertices are approximated by the discrete image pixels. Percent error will also increase with the number of high curvature boundary points. Thus, while a circular structure ͑such as a benign lesion͒ may only see a modest impact from differing boundary and area representations, structures with many high curvature points ͑such as spiculated malignant lesions͒ will see more substantial percent errors.
Differences among the different methods were generally higher for triangles than for ellipses in both the continuous and discrete spaces due to the conversion errors present in high curvature portions of the object boundary ͑e.g., triangular corners͒. It should also be noted that ordering the method comparisons by percent error produced the same ordering at almost all points for graphs in Figs. 4 and 5 . For example, in the continuous-to-discrete graph BIPCA versus BEPCA had the highest percent error and PCPCA versus Green's area had the lowest percent error across almost all radius and height values in graphs illustrated in Fig. 4 . Considering the substantial shape differences between an ellipse and an isosceles triangle, this implies that such orderings are insensitive to the specific shape and can be expected from a range of similar shapes. The orderings observed in the synthetic image database for percent difference versus height and percent difference versus radius are also the same as those seen in both the adrenal database and LIDC database results of percent difference versus area.
When studies are conducted by a single observer, consistent application of a single definition of the region boundary and area calculation will eliminate this source of error. However, the relatively abstract reasons behind this error and its perceived size ͑on the order of pixels per boundary vertex or boundary pixel͒ make it unlikely to be seriously discussed and considered in clinical practice. Further, such differences may actually happen in the internal processing of a semiautomated method making its presence unknown to the clinician. It is also a potentially serious problem in large multiinstitutional studies and in the clinical setting where several individuals independently provide boundary definitions and area measurements. In large collaborative research studies involving several institutions, the definition of boundary and calculation of area may be carried out independently at each institution. In such a case, if the collaborating institutions do not explicitly agree upon a single definition of region boundary and area, substantial measurement differences may arise. Similarly, it is important for researchers to clearly specify measurement protocols in published studies and especially in publicly available databases where multiple, unrelated researchers will be analyzing and processing the same data.
The differences demonstrated in this study for region boundaries native to both discrete and continuous space support the idea that inconsistent application of boundary definition and area calculation may potentially impact both research results and clinical patient care. Even when single definitions of boundary and area are agreed upon, an observer's preconceived idea of area may cause the application of differing definitions in practice. For example, the LIDC protocol defines all boundaries as external boundaries in discrete space and area as boundary-excluded pixel counting area. However, LIDC radiologists still created nodule boundaries of zero area and boundaries that contained spurs ͑Fig. 5͒. Strict application of the BEPCA definition would not allow the creation of spurs or boundaries of zero area since such structures do not make logical sense. Such inconsistencies may occur when an observer attempts to outline the continuous underlying distribution without recognizing the inconsistencies that may arise during creation of a discrete region boundary and subsequent calculation of area.
In the clinical setting, tracking of disease progression and response to therapy is often quantified by measurements made on images acquired serially in time. In this case, several possibilities exist for inconsistent application of boundary and area definitions. First, different observers within the same institution ͑applying differing definitions of region boundary and area͒ may analyze the images of the same patient at different time periods. Second, the patient may change to a new hospital that applies a different measurement protocol. If previous scans are not remeasured under the new protocol, the new area values may give a false impression of disease evolution. Finally, as automated and semiautomated techniques are introduced into the clinic, there is the possibility that separate systems ͑with differing definitions of boundary and area͒ will be applied to the same patient, thus resulting in inconsistent area values.
As technology advances, the problems associated with defining region boundary and size metrics will continue to become more complicated. The addition of another dimension increases the number of possible methods for calculating size metrics ͑e.g., volume͒. An extension of Green's theorem ͑Stokes' theorem͒ allows for the direct calculation of volume from the vertices of a bounding polygon. This calculation is fast and exact; however, it is currently of limited use because it requires the construction of a 3D polygon. The inability of human observers to easily view and manipulate 3D structures in digital datasets limits the application of Stokes theorem to two scenarios. First, automated and semiautomated methods can construct a 3D structure from user-defined 2D boundaries. Unfortunately, this is an ill-posed problem and only heuristic methods currently exist to do this. 20 Second, if the segmentation of a 3D structure is performed through image processing methods ͑e.g., active surfaces͒, the resulting vertices of the surface will be known and Stokes' theorem could be applied. Further work will be necessary to assess the potential errors that may arise in 3D size metrics for surface boundary and volume definitions.
V. CONCLUSION
This study investigated the possible impact of applying inconsistent definitions of region boundary and area to medical images for the purpose of computerized patient analysis. Region boundary definitions and area calculation methods were categorized as native to discrete space or native to continuous space. Motivation for converting between these two paradigms and appropriate conversion methods were also presented and investigated in calculations. Methods were tested on two clinical databases: One with region boundaries defined in continuous space and one with region boundaries confined to discrete pixel space. Substantial differences were demonstrated among the various area calculation methods supporting the necessity, in both the research and clinical settings, to consistently apply boundary definition and area calculation methods. Further, these differences also support the importance of reporting boundary definition and area calculation methods in written protocols and published manuscripts. 
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES FOR THE SYNTHETIC DATABASE
A. Functional dependencies of percent difference for isosceles triangles
Let an isosceles triangle be defined by the distance from the origin to a vertex connecting the sides of equal length ͑height͒ and the angle between the sides of equal length ͑in-ternal angle͒. The area of this triangle is then given by: A = 1 / 2 bh = h 2 tan͑ / 2͒ where h is the height, b is the base, and is the internal angle. The perimeter of the triangle is: P = b +2S = b +2͑b / 2͒csc͑ / 2͒ = b͓1 + csc͑ / 2͔͒ where S is the length of a side of equal length. This implies that if the differences occur only along the boundary of the structure, the percent difference will be of the functional form: P / A ϰ b͓1 + csc͑ / 2͔͒ / A =2͓1 + csc͑ / 2͔͒ / h.
B. Functional dependencies of percent difference for ellipses
Let an ellipse be defined by the length of the major axis and the ratio of minor axis to major axis ͑aspect ratio͒. The area of the ellipse is then given by A = ab = a 2 e where a is the major axis length, b is the minor axis length, and e is the aspect ratio. This implies the percent differences for circles will have a functional form: P / A ϰ 2a / a 2 =2/ a. Unfortunately, the perimeter of an ellipse of arbitrary size does not have a simple and exact formulation. An 
